
90% Less Steer Effort... 
100% Intelligent

You read that right. PowerSteer  on the Raymond  
Model 8400, takes up to 90% less effort for your  
operators to move more and move it faster. 

Designed to keep your operation’s productivity at  
optimal levels, PowerSteer is a true example of  
intelligent innovation that the materials handling  
experts at Raymond are proud to provide.

PowerSteer provides many advantages:

      Unmatched control with  
speed sensitive steering

     Smoother operation

      Reduced physical demand 
on your operators

PowerSteer makes each shift more productive for any operator.

Raymond’s intelligent speed sensitive 
steering gives your operators steer 
assistance where they need it most – 
at slower speeds.
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Based on extensive customer input, PowerSteer on the reliable Model 8400 improves 
control, reduces fatigue and increases operational productivity. With intelligent 
speed sensitive steering, PowerSteer gives your operators steer assistance where they need 
it most – at slow speeds. With fewer parts, the model 8400 boasts higher efficiency and 
significantly less maintenance. And, the PowerSteer system is completely contained within 
the tractor compartment which provides more legroom and comfort for your operators.

 PowerSteer is ideal for:

  Long duty cycles

  Crowded docks

   Operators of all body types, from small to large

Call today and boost your productivity  
with PowerSteer!
Call 800-235-7200 to schedule a demo, and learn more about  
Raymond material handling solutions at www.raymondcorp.com.

 End aisle turning

  Heavy loads


